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I. OVERVIEW

Membrane stretch modulates the activity of voltage‐gated channels (VGCs).

These channels are nearly ubiquitous among eukaryotes and they are present,

too, in prokaryotes, so the potential ramifications of VGC mechanosensitivity

are diverse. In situ, traumatic stretch can irreversibly alter VGC activity with

lethal results (Iwata et al., 2004), but that is pathology. Of wider biological

interest is the inherent reversible stretch sensitivity of all VGC subclasses.

Evidently, voltage sensor motions feel the impact of bilayer stretch, with the

consequence that reversible stretch‐induced changes in ionic current can be seen
in recombinant systems for at least some members of the major types of VGC

(Kv, Cav, Nav, HCN). Gating current has yet to be tested with stretch, but

kinetic dissection of ionic currents in Kv channels shows that the rates of both

independent and concerted voltage sensor motions change with stretch, while

the quantity of charge that moves stays fixed (Laitko and Morris, 2004;

Laitko et al., 2006). In native preparations, the mechanosensitive (MS) transi-

tions of VGCs could contribute physiologically in mechanoelectric feedback

(e.g., in cardiac and smooth muscle), neuronal mechanosensing (e.g., osmo-

sensing, tactility), and so on, but reports on stretch eVects in native cells,

while tantalizing, are spotty. Experimentally, a fundamental problem is the

impossibility of selectively inhibiting the MS portion of a VGC’s response.

This chapter deals principally with the reversible responses of VGCs to

stretch, with the general relation of stretch stimuli to other forms of lipid stress,

and briefly, with some irreversible stretch eVects (¼stretch trauma). A working

assumption throughout is that MS VGC motions (i.e., motions that respond

reversibly to bilayer stretch) will be susceptible to other forms of lipid stress

such as the stresses produced when amphiphilic molecules (anesthetics, lipids,

alcohols, lipophilic drugs) are inserted into the bilayer. Insofar as these mole-

cules change the bilayer’s lateral pressure profile (Cantor, 1997, 1999), they can

be termed bilayer mechanical reagents (BMRs).

Another aim of this chapter is to delineate MS VGC behavior against the

backdrop of eukaryotic channels more widely accepted as ‘‘MS channels,’’

namely the TRP‐based MS cation channels (Kung, 2005; Maroto et al.,

2005). We start with some ‘‘big picture issues’’ then focus briefly on particu-

lar MS VGCs. A few technical items about recording conditions are inserted

(some readers may wish to check this first) before a summary comment.
II. THE SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Stretch produces both elastic and plastic changes to membrane structures.

Figure 1 briefly inventories the membrane constituents relevant to VGC

activity and stretch; as applied to membranes, whether they be native or
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FIGURE 1 Voltage‐gated channels in the bilayer. The illustration at the top of this collage

serves as a reminder of the complexity of the environment experienced by VGCs in cellular

bilayers. There is a large diversity of lipid species and they are not homogeneously disposed in

the plane of the bilayer. Moreover, the inner and outer leaflets diVer in their lipid composition.

Channels interact with auxiliary proteins and regulatory proteins (e.g., kinases); various other
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arti ficial, ‘‘stretc h’’ is a fuzzy term for a fuzzy process . On the other hand,

stre tch ha ppens.
A . The Channel Proteins

The molecular archite cture and dy namics of the VGCs themselves are now

know n in bold outli ne: four somewh at loosel y tethe red charge ‐ bearing sen-
sor domains are arrayed aroun d a central domain that hous es a por e

(sel ectivity filter and conduction path), with the sensor domains’ response

to voltage determining whether gates in the conduction path occlude the

pore. The channels’ cruciform perimeter provides a large lateral surface area

where many residues of the (four) voltage sensor domains contact bilayer

lipids. Even the central pore makes some contact with bilayer lipids (Long

et al ., 2005a ,b; Tom bola et al ., 2006 ).
channel and nonchannel membrane proteins are present. These as well as the channels being

studied can make long range mechanical connections via membrane skeleton elements and

scaVolding proteins (which have their own dynamics). Not depicted are the highly structured

invaginations and evaginations of bilayer (e.g., caveolae, microvilli). VGCs are composed of

either four subunits (e.g., Kv and HCN channels) or four domains (Nav and Cav channels) of

the Shaker‐like six transmembrane structure labeled ‘‘4� S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6 (note that S4 is

the location of most of the gating charge; note also the location of the S4–S5 linker). The

homotetrameric cruciform arrangement of the Kv1.2 channel resolved by Long et al. (2005a,b)

is illustrated at left (modified from Tombola et al., 2005). This is thought to be an open‐like
structure. Each monomer contributes a voltage sensor domain (VSD) and a pore domain (PD)

(essentially S1–S4 and S5–S6, respectively) and the assembled channel exhibits a domain‐
swapped arrangement as shown (three of the VSDs and PDs are labeled a, b, and c). S4 is only

partially sequestered by the rest of the protein; the S4–S5 linker ‘‘reaches out’’ along the inner

surface of the bilayer (dotted lines) as part of the domain‐swapping arrangement. At far right is

a labeled surface presentation of Kv1.2 (from the extracellular side) and to the left of that is a

fragment of the same Kv1.2 structure depicted as a ribbon diagram. At bottom is side‐on
(ribbon diagram) view of Kv1.2 tetramer; the cruciform channel is sectioned near one of its

two widest aspects. The selectivity filter is indicated (dehydrated K ions are present in the filter)

and the arrow pointing to it passes through the gating hinge region. At left is an illustration of

the lateral forces that the channel in a bilayer would feel. The lateral pressure would be strongly

negative where bilayer surface tension is highest (this tends to pull the protein apart) and more

weakly positive (but over a wider region) near the bilayer mid region (this tends to compress the

protein). Because the channel is cruciform, the lateral lipid–protein interface is extensive. For

any given conformation (assuming a given lipid composition) the details of the lateral pressure

profile would change continually as an imaginary pressure profile gauge swept out a 360� arc to
take in the whole channel. For fully resting and fully activated states, a 90� arc would suYce for

a full description, but once a subunit moved independently, the full 360� would be needed.
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B. Bilayer

The three‐dimensional structure of the bilayers in which VGCs reside is

also understood, although only in broad outline. In the transverse (z) direc-

tion, a surface tension (from headgroups squeezing together to prevent ex-

posure of hydrophobic lipid tails to water) at each planar interface exerts

large pulling forces on any integral membrane protein (Fig. 1, bottom). These

pulling forces extend only several angstroms deep (Cantor, 1999; Gullingsrud

and Schulten, 2004) before giving way to counterbalancing compressive

forces from the lipids’ acyl chains (which, to maximize their entropy, occupy

as much volume as possible). The mid‐bilayer force thus compresses the mid‐
bilayer region of any integral membrane protein. Lipids are asymmetrically

disposed in the z axis (e.g., cholesterol is more abundant in the extracellular

than the intracellular leaflet) and inhomogeneous in the x–y plane where it

subdivides into lipid microdomains of diverse size (usually measured in

nanometers in native membranes) and composition, according to the pre-

vailing mix of lipid and protein species (Baumgart et al., 2003; Devaux and

Morris, 2004; Gaus et al., 2006; Kahya and Schwille, 2006).
C. Accessory Proteins

VGCs also bind directly to auxiliary subunits and directly or secondarily

to a large collection of other proteins (e.g., intracellular membrane skeleton

and scaVold proteins plus extracellular matrix proteins) (Folco et al., 2004;

Wong and Schlichter, 2004).
III. BIG PICTURE ISSUES

A. Bilayer Mechanics and VGCs

That membrane stretch modulates VGC activity is evident from a glance

at Fig. 2 which shows the robust MS responses of Shaker WTIR. Molecu-

larly speaking, this channel is the prototypical VGC. At left, are Shaker

currents monitored near the foot of its g(V ) relation (i.e., at a voltage

producing a Popen slightly >0). Note that stretch yields ‘‘stretch‐activated’’
(SA) Shaker channel activity just as it yields SA cation channel activity

from the oocyte’s endogenous TRPC1‐based (Maroto et al., 2005) cation

channels (to record the Shaker currents, these endogenous channels are

usually inhibited). The figure also shows that the increase of IShaker in res-

ponse to stretch is reversible, repeatable, and dose‐dependent. What does this
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FIGURE 2 The prototypical Kv1, Shaker, is an MS VGC. Top left, typical MS cation

channel activity from the TRPC1‐ based channels endogenous to oocytes (shown at low and high
time resolution). Below that, unitary current recordings of Shaker WTIR. It too is an SA

channel. At right are data sets (two diVerent patches) showing that Shaker WTIR responses

to stretch are not only reversible but repeatable, and that they show dose dependence. Modified

from Gu et al. (2001).
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gen eral resul t signi fy in the wi der c ontext of bilayer mechani cs and VGC

co nforma tion c hanges?

In princip le, if bilay er stretch regu lates VG C activit y, then so sho uld

ch anges in bilayer lipid co mposition, since lipid molec ules ha ve particular

bilay er mechani cal propert ies dep ending on their size, shape, intern al fle xi-

bili ty, a nd ch arge. A thorough review of this topic appeared ( Tillman and

Cas cio, 2003 ). Table I provides a sampling of rep orts of amph iphile (includ-

ing membr ane lipids) modu lation of VG C kinetics. No theoret ical frame-

work has e merged for su ch obs ervations, which is more co mpelling than that

of lipid stress perturb ations of the conform ationa l eq uilibria of the chan nels.

As Andersen and colleagues point out (L u nd ba ek et al., 2004), specific lipid–

protein interactions seldom appear to be involved in lipid actions of VGC

gating, but rather, ‘‘hydrophobic coupling between a membrane‐spanning pro-
tein and the surrounding bilayer means that protein conformational changes

may be associated with a reversible, local bilayer deformation . . .  the energetic
cost of the bilayer deformation contributes to the total energetic cost of the

protein conformational change.’’ This group deploys gramicidin A as a mole-

cular force‐transducer for bilayer mechanics. They then alter the composition

of human embryonic kidney (HEK) cell bilayer via micelle‐forming amphi-

philes (e.g., TX100), cholesterol depletion (Lundbaeck et al., 2004), or addition

of the amphiphilic drugs capsaicin and capsazepine (Lundbaeck et al., 2005).



TABLE I

A Sampler: Modulation of VGCs by Bilayer Mechanical Reagents (BMRs)

Cholesterol Kv1.3 (Hajdu et al., 2003)

HCN4 (Barbuti et al., 2004)

Nav1.4 (Lundbaek et al., 2004)

Cav (L‐type) (Toselli et al., 2005)

Propofol HCN2 (Ying et al., 2006)

Nav (neuronal) (Ouyang et al., 2003)

Kv (T‐lymphocytes) (Mozrzymas et al., 1996)

Cav (neuronal L‐type) (Olcese et al., 1994)

Phenothiazines

Chlorpromazine Cav (a1E) (McNaughton et al., 2001)

Nav (cardiac) (Ogata and Narahashi, 1989)

HERG (Thomas et al., 2003)

Trifluoperazine Kv1.3 (Teisseyre and Michalak, 2003)

Mesoridazine HERG (Su et al., 2004)

Volatile anesthetics

Isoflurane Kv1 (Shaker) (Correa, 1998)

Nav1.2, Nav1.4, Nav1.6 (Shiraishi and Harris, 2004)

Cav (cardiac L‐ and T‐type) (Camara et al., 2001)

hIK1 (Namba et al., 2000)

Halothane HERG (Li and Correa, 2002)

Cav (L‐type) (Kamatchi et al., 2001)

HCN1, HCN2 (Chen et al., 2005)

1‐Alkanols Kv3 (Shahidullah et al., 2003)

BKCa (Chu and Treistman, 1997)

HCN (neuronal Ih) (Okamoto et al., 2006)

Fatty acids BKCa channels (Clarke et al., 2003)

Nav1.5 (Xiao et al., 2006)

HERG (Guizy et al., 2005)

Cannabinoids Nav (neuronal) (Nicholson et al., 2003)

Kv1.2 (neuronal) (Poling et al., 1996)

P‐type Ca channel (neuronal) (Fisyunov et al., 2006)

T‐Type Ca channel (Chemin et al., 2001)

Capsaicin and capsazepine HCN1 (Gill et al., 2004)

Nav1.4 (Lundbaek et al., 2005).

Lysophospholipid HERG (Wang et al., 2001)

HCN (cardiac If) (Hu et al., 1997)

Propanolol HERG (Yao et al., 2005)

Ceramide Kv1.3 channels (Bock et al., 2003)

Nicotine Nav1.5 (Liu et al., 2004)

Resveratrol Nav1.5 (Wallace et al., 2006)
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Using this approach in conjuction with a recombinant skeletal muscle Nav

channel, they have made a solid case that altered bilayer elasticity, or a param-

eter tightly correlated with bilayer elasticity, is what underlies the resulting

kinetic modulation of the VGC.

If bilayer elasticity regulates the conformational equilibria in VGCs, then

so should bilayer stretch. And as we already saw (Fig. 2), it does. The pro-

miscuous eVects of a vast number of amphiphilic drugs on VGC kinetics and

the promiscuous kinetic eVects of stretch on many of these same channels

almost certainly share bilayer mechanical origins.
B. Prokaryotic VGCs as Ancestral Lipid Stress Detectors?

In eukaryotic Kvs structurally similar to the prokaryotic Kv channel,

KvAP, bilayer stretch increases the probability of voltage sensor motion

(Laitko andMorris, 2004). Electrical propagation over a long distance is clearly

not what prokaryotic VGCs do for a living, but responding to bilayer stress

might be part of their evolutionary raison d’etre. Osmotic safety valve channels

detect near lytic bilayer stress in prokaryotes (Kung, 2005); less drastic lipid

stress perturbances may be the province of MS VGCs. Benthic vent organisms

(like the archaeon from which KvAP was isolated) undoubtedly lead particu-

larly unquiet lives with respect to ambient pressure, temperature, and osmotic

stress (Sako et al., 1996) all of which will aVect the physico‐mechanical

characteristics of bilayers and hence the behavior of MS VGCs.

As gauged from crystal structures (Lee et al., 2005) and EPR spectroscopy‐
based structures (Cuello et al., 2004), the thickness and elasticity of the bilayer

immediately adjacent to KvAP voltage sensors might regulate the ease of

voltage sensor movements. Thickness and elasticity are physical attributes

of the bilayer that would vary in prokaryotes, experiencing pressure and

temperature variations, osmotic stress, lipid metabolism (i.e., lipid substitu-

tions in the bilayer), cell division, and even (for a rod‐shaped organism) in the

tubular vs hemispherical sectors of the cell.

Pressure, temperature, osmotic stress, and lipid composition: all these

factors aVect VGC kinetics as an example or two for each illustrates.Pressure:

Hyperbaric pressure causes bilayer acyl chains to pack more densely, and this

straightens them, thickening and rigidifying the bilayer (Scarlata et al., 1995).

Hyperbaric pressure alters the gating of Nav and Kv channels in squid axon

and in vertebrate nodes of Ranvier (Conti et al., 1984; Kendig, 1984), Kv1

channels in oocytes (Meyer and Heinemann, 1997) and N‐type Cav channels
(Etzion and Grossman, 2000). Since bilayers are more compressible than

proteins, hyperbaric pressure presumably acts at least in part, via lipid stress

(see discussion in Gu et al., 2001), but even in a review (Macdonald, 2002)
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the focus is on putative eVects of hyperbaric pressure on protein volume

without consideration of possible modulatory alterations at the protein–lipid

interface. This view is probably due for some revision. Temperature: In con-

trast to elevated pressure, elevated temperature thins and fluidizesmembranes

(Pencer et al., 2005). Arrhenius plots for BKCa kinetics with or without

cholesterol (artificial bilayers) are consistent with a model in which cholester-

ol exerts its modulating eVect via lipid stress (Chang et al., 1995). In a similar

line of reasoning, Kv VGC sensor motions with the highest Q10 values (i.e.,

closed–closed transitions far from the open state; Rodriguez et al., 1998)

might, therefore, reflect temperature‐induced changes in the microstructure

of the lipid bilayer that alter lipid stresses felt by the channels, and in particu-

lar, by voltage sensors in the resting state. Osmotic stretch: VGC activity

varies with both membrane stretch and osmotic swelling, and for Cav chan-

nels the stretch and swelling responses are similar in detail (see discussion and

references in Calabrese et al., 2002). Lipid‐dependent bilayer mechanics:

Elevated cholesterol (e.g.) increases bilayer rigidity and thickness (Pencer

et al., 2005; Czub and Baginski, 2006); enriching or depleting membrane

cholesterol modulates various transitions (activation, slow inactivation, and/

or deactivation) inKv1.3 andHCN4 channels and shifts inactivation inNav1.4

(Lundbaek et al., 2004).

The responses of archeabacterial VGCs in native lipids (these are more

ordered, less flexible than eukaryotic bilayer lipids; Bartucci et al., 2005) to

voltage and lipid stress perturbations have not been tested. Assuming that

prokaryotic VGCs are responsive to bilayer mechanical perturbations (stretch,

hyperbaric pressure, BMRs), then bilayer mechanics need to be included along

with transbilayer voltage, in the constellation of factors responsible for the

evolution of VGCs.

Interestingly, displacement currents of prestin, a voltage‐sensitive protein
unrelated to the VGCs, are tension sensitive (Dong and Iwasa, 2004);

perhaps it is hard to build a voltage‐dependent membrane protein that is

not susceptible to lipid stress. Membrane proteins with recognizable ‘‘S4’’

voltage sensors but no pore domains [a phosphatase (Murata et al., 2005)

and a proton channel (Ramsey et al., 2006)] are now known; perhaps they

too will prove sensitive to lipid stress. Certainly, volatile anesthetics, which

are BMRs, modulate Kv channel gating currents (Correa, 1998).
C. MS VGCs and MS TRP Channels: Sharing Insights

MS channels, including VGCs, generate both SA and stretch‐inactivated
(SI) currents (Fig. 3). The first reported SI current (it was a non‐VGC)

occurred in neuronal patches that also had SA channel activity (another
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non‐VGC) (Morris and Sigurdson, 1989) and with their diVerent unitary

conductances, these two were probably distinct channel types. But that need

not be the case when SA and SI channels activity coexists. In skeletal muscle

cells of the mdx (dystrophic) mouse (Franco‐Obregon and Lansman, 2002),

traumatic stretch irreversibly transforms MS channels from SA to SI chan-

nels. How this might come about is suggested by reference to our somewhat

deeper understanding of reversible and irreversible responses to stretch in

VGCs.

MS cation channels like those of mdx muscle are thought to be TRP‐based
(Maroto et al., 2005) and TRP channel structure is globally similar to Shaker

structure (Clapham, 2003). The kinetics of the MS VGC, Shaker, are more

tractable than those of TRP channels, so insights relevant to the mdx channel

‘‘transformation’’ might emerge from Shaker’s SA/SI behavior. TRP chan-

nels share with this Kv channel a ‘‘6TM‐tetramer’’ body plan and they can be

voltage‐dependent (Brauchi et al., 2004; Nilius et al., 2005). The skeletal

muscle MS ‘‘TRP’’ cation channel has a stretch‐sensitive closed–closed tran-

sition that is weakly voltage‐dependent (Guharay and Sachs, 1984, 1985);

Kv channels have voltage‐dependent closed–closed transitions that are

stretch‐sensitive (Laitko andMorris, 2004; Laitko et al., 2006). And—critical

point—a Kv channel can generate both SA and SI currents (Gu et al., 2001),

echoing the case of the mdx skeletal muscle channels.

What is the nature of this dual SA and SI behavior inKv1 channels?Moving

between closed, open, and slow‐inactivated states, Kv1 channels undergo

several voltage‐dependent transitions (the voltage sensor undergoes outward

movement with respect to the electric field) plus some voltage‐independent
transitions (mode‐shift). In Shaker mutants with well‐characterized rate‐
limiting transitions, we isolated

1. ‘‘SA transition’’ (i.e., a transition whose response to stretch enhances

IKv) and

2. ‘‘SI transitions’’ (i.e., a transition whose response to stretch diminishes

IKv).

The SA transition is activation—an outward motion of sensor charge,

independent in each of the tetrameric channel’s subunits (Laitko andMorris,

2004). The SI transitions are a preopening step and a slow inactivation step

(preopening is concerted, involving all four subunits, slow inactivation is less

well understood; Laitko and Morris, 2004; Laitko et al., 2006). We can take

Shaker 5aa as an example of an SA/SI Kv channel. In 5aa, activation and

slow inactivation accelerate with stretch, so 5aa channels subjected to depo-

larization plus stretch exhibit SA IKv followed by SI IKv. This dual SI and

SA behavior in a Kv illustrates that having (at least) one open and two

closed conformations allows a channel to exhibit both SA and SI behavior.
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Taken alone, however, this dual behavior does not illuminate the irreversible

(posttraumatic stretch) switching of mdx MS channels.

For that, we draw on the irreversible eVect of traumatic stretch character-

ized in recombinant Nav1.4 a‐subunit channels (briefly, strong membrane

stretch irreversibly leads to accelerated, left‐shifted activation and inactiva-

tion kinetics, the underlying molecular explanation is unknown (see the

section on irreversible stretch changes, below). MS TRP channels in mdx

muscles presumably experience comparable irreversible stretch‐induced
change in the basic rates governing transitions among (at least) three states,

while retaining their inherent (reversible) MS responses. This simple scenario

could explain an irreversible ‘‘SA‐to‐SI’’ switch. The Kv analogy substitutes

an ‘‘irreversible voltage change’’ (¼clamping at two diVerent voltages) for an
‘‘irreversible mechanical change’’ (¼stretch trauma, as in the mdx TRP or

the Nav1.4 a‐subunit channels) as the factor controlling the characteristic

rates of the system before stretch is applied to examine the reversible MS

responses. Clamped at well‐separated voltages, Shaker WTIR, for example,

shows SA at one voltage and SI at the other (Fig. 3). The analogy assumes

that the TRP channels have (at least) three states and two MS transitions,

with diVerent transitions being rate‐limiting in the conditions prevailing

before and after the stretch trauma, to yield net SA behavior before and

net SI behavior after. As a generic phenomenon (single population of

channels with at least two MS transitions, with basic rates governed by

diVerent factors at diVerent times), this might explain reports of the MS

cation channels from a given preparation being variously SA channels or SI

channels (Kirber et al., 1988; Hisada et al., 1993).
D. No MS ‘‘Motif ’’ Required: Just Say HMMM

During activation, Shaker WTIR behaves as an SA channel and Shaker

ILT behaves as an SI channel (Fig. 4A and C), yet except for three conser-

vatively mutated neutral residues in the S4 voltage sensor, these channels are

identical. Should we label these residues a ‘‘stretch motif’’? Of course not.

Should we assume the three residues contact the bilayer? Again, no. These

two Shaker variants behave as SI or SA channel by virtue of

a. the identity of their rate‐limiting voltage‐dependent (and stretch‐
sensitive) steps and

b. the particular eVect of stretch on that step.

Stretch, it happens, decelerates the rate‐limiting voltage‐dependent step

of Shaker ILT. By contrast, it accelerates the (diVerent) rate‐limiting

voltage‐dependent step of Shaker WTIR.
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example, the comparable range extended at least from �40 to �20 mV. With larger depolariza-

tions, it is clear that stretch (gray traces) accelerates both activation and slow inactivation (from

Laitko and Morris 2004). (C) For Shaker ILT, stretch (asterisks) decelerates activation. The

consequence is a right shift of the g(V ) curve with no change in the amount of charge moved; for

Shaker WTIR, by contrast, stretch left shifts the g(V ) (from Laitko et al., 2006). (D) A kinetic

scheme for Shaker channels (Laitko et al., 2006). The major motions of the voltage sensor are

independent and then resolve in a concerted final voltage‐dependent motion, at which point an

additional concerted motion opens the channel. For current turn on (the Markov model

‘‘token’’ in our experiments) during depolarizing step, the independent motion is slow enough

in Shaker 5aa to be the rate‐limiting step, whereas in Shaker ILT the concerted voltage‐
dependent motion is rate‐limiting. In Shaker WTIR, the two transitions have comparable rates

over a wide voltage range. The independent sensor motions are ‘‘hidden’’ in Shaker ILT when

ionic current is the token, although not when gating current is the token. Modified from Laikto

et al. (2006).
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This motif‐free way of describing SA and SI gating could be called

‘‘HMMM’’ for Hidden Markov Model Mechanosensitivity (hidden Markov

model theory is well described in Wikipedia). Ion channels kinetic schemes

are Markov models; formally, in a Markov model, all states are directly

visible to the observer, so state transition rates (probabilities) are the only

parameters that need to be considered. In a Hidden Markov Model, by

contrast, some states are not directly visible, but—and this is the critical

point—variables influenced by those states are visible. In reality, this applies

for most kinetic analyzes of ion channel behavior. If the MS activity of a

VGC (or a ligand‐gated channel, and so on) was monitored

by optically determined protein motions (e.g., IsacoV) and
by chemically determined protein motions (e.g., Yellen) and

by gating currents (Ledwell and Aldrich, 1999) and

by ionic current,

our understanding of which motions are ‘‘stretch‐sensitive’’ (in say, Shaker

WTIR or Cav or Kv3 channels) would not be restricted (as currently) to

motions limiting for ionic current flow. In a multistate channel, when ionic

current alone is used as the token (‘‘token’’ is Hidden Markov Model

terminology) for MS channel activity (or for ‘‘molecule‐X’’‐modulated

activity), a picture of reduced dimensions emerges. Like the two‐dimensional

shadow of, say, a rotating three‐dimensional helix, this picture can be

misleading.

Stretch globally alters bilayer structure (Gullingsrud and Schulten, 2004),

so it will globally aVect the membrane‐embedded regions of membrane

proteins. Even for an ideal two‐state MS channel, multiple aspects of the

bilayer–channel interaction (Wiggins and Phillips, 2005) would, therefore,

contribute to the free energy of MS gating. Mutations enhancing MS gating

could be said to belong to ‘‘an MS motif,’’ but in all likelihood such residues

would be found scattered about the protein as in the case of MscL gain‐of‐
function mutations (Ou et al., 1998). Given the multiple sources of free

energy itemized by Wiggins and Phillips (2005), a ‘‘global MS motif’’ makes

sense but ‘‘global motif’’ seems almost oxymoronic.

For any given VGC, speculations about what structural features cause

stretch to accelerate transition X and decelerate transition Y would be idle.

However, it may eventuate that the independent depolarization‐induced
transitions of all VGCs (these transitions move voltage sensor charge

outward—for example activation in Shaker, deactivation in the sea urchin

HCN channel (Mannikko et al., 2002) accelerate with stretch (and slow with

hyperbaric pressure and cholesterol). Our preliminary evidence on HCN

channels (Lin et al., 2007) would support this view. If so, then some robust

property of the independent voltage sensor motion, a property retained in all
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VG Cs, may unde rlie a unive rsal lipid stress e V ect on that motio n. Two (not

mutual ly exclus ive) pos sibilities are:

1. The outward movem ent of voltage sensor charge requir es a local ly

thinned membran e.

2. Expansion of the sensor array in the plane of the bilayer (Tabarean and

Morris, 2002) occurs during outward movement of voltage sensor charge.

In Shaker WTIR and Shaker ILT, overlapping Q(V) curves (Ledwell and

Aldrich, 1999) show that the activation motions are not diVerent. Yet WTIR

is SA and ILT is SI. Why? Because the next step, after activation, toward the

open state—a concerted voltage‐dependent motion—is fast in WTIR but

ultraslow (and rate‐limiting) in ILT. And in ILT, it turns out that stretch

retards that concerted motion (Laitko et al., 2006). It presumably does so

too in WTIR, but evidently not enough to slow the onset of the token we

monitor, namely ionic current. Because ionic current is our only monitored

parameter, a reduced dimension picture emerges—in other words, we are

dealing with HMMM.

It is self‐evident that all conformation changes are inherently thermal and

thus, to some degree, temperature‐sensitive. In the same way, any confor-

mation changes occurring in the plane of the bilayer must be inherently lipid

stress‐sensitive. Special ‘‘MS motifs’’ would be needed only for specialized

MS tuning (e.g., for directional or frequency sensitivity or to create a

threshold at a specific tension). These same conformation changes (in the

plane of the bilayer) should also be susceptible to BMRs (i.e., molecules that

change the shape of the lateral pressure profile). No specific ‘‘BMR’’‐binding
site (‘‘motif’’) in the protein would be required (except, again, for very

special cases where the lipid can be shown to be a ligand for a specific part

of the channel such as the domain responsible for fast inactivation; Oliver

et al., 2004). And what if Kv channel‐X but not Kv channel‐Y responds to,

say, butanol or cholesterol? The parsimonious assumption is that lipid

stress‐sensitive rate‐limiting transitions in a HMM dominate the measured

response, not that the response is dominated by the presence or absence of

butanol or cholesterol or so on binding sites. In other words, the parsimonious

assumption invokes a lipid stress version of HMMM.

In summary, in Kv channels, SI and SA eVects are not about ‘‘MS

motifs’’ but rather, they reflect the stretch‐perturbed operation of particular

multistate kinetic schemes. It is likely that this assertion applies, too, for

MS TRP channels. The same line of reasoning says that for amphiphilic

molecules (BMRs) exerting actions on VGCs via lipid stress, it is probably

not ‘‘binding motifs’’ that underlie the action but multistate kinetic

schemes with ‘‘hidden’’ transitions. We return to this in the alkanol section

below.
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E. An Imperturbable K‐Selective Pore Surrounded by MS Voltage Sensors?

The voltage‐dependent conformation changes of Kv proteins are suscep-

tible to membrane stretch but the selectivity filter at the heart of the assem-

bled Kv tetramer seems inured to stretch. This can be said for a Kv1

(ShakerWTIR and Shaker ILT), Kv3 (Shaw) (Fig. 5), and BKCa channels

(Dopico et al., 1994) as well as for Cav channel (Fig. 6). The evidence:

(1) when NPopen increases with stretch in ShakerWTIR, in the Shaw channel,

or in BKCa, single‐channel amplitude with or without stretch is identical

(Dopico et al., 1994; Gu et al., 2001; Laitko et al., 2006) and (2) in both

Shaker WTIR and ILT, g(V)max is unaVected by stretch.
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FIGURE 5 A Kv3 channel current is enhanced by stretch. This same Kv3 channel is

inhibited by alkanols (Shahidullah et al., 2003). Alkanols lower surface tension whereas stretch

increases it, but it is not yet clear if these surface tension eVects converge on the same transition.

Nevertheless, as the figure shows, stretch reversibly (Ai) and in a dose‐dependent manner (Aii)

increase the channels activity. Recordings at 0 mV (Bi) rule out any possibility of interference

from the endogenous MS channel. Unitary currents at 0 mV before, during, and after stretch

(Bii) show no evidence for increased unitary current (Biii) during stretch. Modified from Laitko

et al. (2006).
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FIGURE 6 Cav channel activity increases reversibly with stretch. Single‐channel (a‐subunit
only) and whole‐cell recordings (full complement of subunits) of recombinant N‐type (high

voltage activated) Cav channels illustrate that stretch increases the peak and steady state current

levels and accelerates inactivation from the open state but has no evident eVect on unitary

current and no eVect on the rate of current onset. Modified from Calabrese et al. (2002).
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Perhaps the circular domain‐swapping arrangement noted by Long

et al. (2005b) in the Kv1.2 tetramer contributes to the mechanical stability

(Riechmann et al., 2005) of Kv selectivity filters. Other eukaryotic MS chan-

nels (e.g., two‐pore‐domain‐K and TRP channels) have stretch‐insensitive
unitary conductances; since the TRPs are 6TM channels, it will be interesting

to learn if they too have Kv‐like domain‐swapping arrangements.

In planar bilayers, BKCa channel activity is modulated by BMRs without

changing unitary conductance since cholesterol reduces BKCa activity (Chang

et al., 1995) and this is antagonized by ethanol (Crowley et al., 2003). Since

cholesterol and ethanol have opposing eVects on surface tension (and line

tension) in bilayers, these certainly look like lipid stress‐mediated phenomena.

In oocyte membrane, the BMRs ethanol, butanol, hexanol, and heptanol

reversibly enhance BKCa current (Chu and Treistman, 1997). They do not,

however, detectably perturb the selectivity filter (Chu et al., 1998).

But under some conditions, the pathway in series with the selectivity

filter—or perhaps even the selectivity filter itself—may succumb to lipid

stress. Chang et al. (1995) detected a small (�5%) decrease in BKCa channel

conductance when cholesterol was increased by �10%. Moczydlowski and

colleagues studied BKCa in a barebones artificial bilayer regime (Park et al.,

2003) by way of retesting their own longstanding hypothesis that anionic

lipid enhances BKCa unitary conductance via surface charge eVects. The
original hypothesis did not hold, and they now postulate that ‘‘lipid modu-

lation of Kþ conductance is preferentially coupled through conformational

changes of the selectivity filter region . . . [and they] . . . discuss possible

mechanisms for the eVect of anionic lipids in the context of . . . general
membrane physical properties proposed to regulate membrane protein con-

formation via energetics of bilayer stress.’’ Ultrasimple artificial bilayers,

having fewer degrees of freedom for energy minimization, may allow some

amphiphiles more latitude to exert pressure eVects at the channel–protein

interface than when present at the same concentration in complex bilayers.
F. Alcohol and VGCs: Binding Sites or Bilayer Mechanics?

Alkanols partition into the bilayer headgroup region, being stabilized by

hydrogen bonding to carbonyl oxygens of the phospholipid’s glycerol back-

bone; partitioning increases with increased chain length (Feller et al., 2002).

The impact of short chain alkanols on the bilayer lateral pressure profile can

be powerful enough to destabilize the tetrameric arrangements of ion chan-

nels (Van den Brink‐van der Laan et al., 2004). A short chain alkanol series

has become an even better experimental tool for bilayer mechanics now

that Ly and Longo (2004) , using pipett e aspir ation of giant unilam ellar
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vesic les, confi rmed ex perimental ly for bilay ers a fact long establis hed for

mono layers . . .
Area compressibility, which is proportional to interfacial (¼ surface) tension,

follows Traube’s rule of interfacial tension reduction: for each additional alcohol

CH2 group the concentration required to reach the same area compressibility falls

� 3‐fold.

Whereas stretch increases bilayer surface tensi on ( Gull ingsrud and

Sch ulten, 2004 ), alkan ols low er it. Stret ch and alkano ls are simila r, howeve r,

in that both thin the bilay er a nd decompres s its a cyl chains.

To monito r reversible mod ulation of VGCs by stre tch or by ‘‘BMR X,’’

current s obtaine d ‘‘before, dur ing, and afte r’’ exposure are needed and

whi le this is readil y achieve d for membr ane patches subjected to stretch, this

is not so for slow ly exchangi ng BMR molec ules like ch olesterol. Shor t chain

alcohol s, by co ntrast, are experi mentally tractable , as attested by the

Covar rubias group’s concentra tion jump experiments on Kv3 chan nels

( Shahidu llah et al ., 2003 ).

Strik ingly, this group inter prets their ex tensive da ta as evidence that

bilay er mechan ics do not media te alkanol e Vects on ch annels. Before look-
ing at that work, therefo re, it seems german e to look at alkanol acti ons on

two non‐ VGC protei ns. The first is rhod opsin (a prototyp ical G ‐ protein –
cou pled recept or). In rod outer disk segme nts, M itchell et al. (1996) moni-

tored e Vects of an a lkanol seri es on a phot oactiva table rhodop sin confor-
matio n ch ange a nd fou nd the patte rn of altered rates conform s to a mod el of

lipid ‐med iated a ction (in e V ect, as if Tr aube’s rule is the operati ve factor).
Their rho dopsin studi es wi th other BMR s also sup port an interp retation of

lipid media tion, as do their findings (a) that at phy siological ly relevan t level s

of osmol ality and ethan ol, � 90% of ethanol ’s e Vect arises from disorde red

acyl chain pac king (M itchell and Litm an, 2000 ) and (b) that cholest erol an d

alkanols have opposite‐going eVects, indicative of reduced acyl chain pack-

ing free volume , not of specific cholesterol –rhod opsin inter action s (Niu

et al ., 2002). For rho dopsin recon stituted into vesic les (rhodopsi n/lipid rati o

from 1:422 to 1:40), they reported that elevated rhodopsin‐packing density

minimally impacts rhodopsin’s structural stability yet markedly reduces its

activation (Niu and Mitchell, 2005).

Extrapolated to VGCs, such a scenario would predict ‘‘lipid tuning’’ of

channel dynamics in densely packed lipid rafts and ethanol interference with

that tuning (Crowley et al., 2003). This scenario is appealing, obviating as it

does, the need to postulate hosts of VGC‐specific binding sites for various

lipophilic reagents. Nonetheless, the view that alkanols act on channels

(ligand‐gated channels as well as VGCs) via protein sites has considerable

currency. The second system to consider, then, is the recombinant glycine
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receptor channel for which Davies et al. (2004) find that ethanol and butanol

actions are antagonized by hyperbaric pressure. The word ‘‘bilayer’’ does

not appear in the chapter; results are interpreted as evidence that alkanols

target a pressure‐antagonism‐sensitive mechanism in glycine receptors, with

‘‘the mutant a1(A52S) GlyR findings suggest[ing] . . . the N‐terminus as a

potential target for ethanol action.’’ The ionic current (their ‘‘token’’: see

HMMM section above) alteration in a point‐mutated channel is seen as

evidence that the mutated residue is part of a ‘‘motif’’ (¼binding target).

By analogy to the SA–SI story for Shaker WTIR and Shaker ILT, a more

parsimonious possibility would be that these ligand‐gated channels have

hidden kinetic processes, and that lipid stress acts on a hidden transition(s)

in a way that aVects the token (ionic current). In other words, this has all the

hallmarks of HMMM creating the illusion of a motif (¼binding target).

With these alkanol stories in mind, we return to Kv3 (Shaw2) channels.

Shortly after the molecular cloning of Shaker, Shaw, Shal, and Shab, in a

seminal paper, Covarrubias and Rubin (1993) wrote:

There is presently a debate regarding the relative merits of lipid‐based and

protein‐based theories of anesthesia and the action of ethanol . . . of four structur-
ally homologous cloned Kþ channels . . . only the Shaw2 channel . . . is rapidly and
reversibly blocked by ethanol in a concentration‐dependent manner . . . [this] . . .
can be explained by assuming a bimolecular interaction between ethanol and the

channel. . . . also . . . [these] channels were selectively blocked by halothane

(1 mM). Our results support the ‘‘protein hypothesis’’ of ethanol and anesthetic

action.

Others (Chu and Treistman, 1997) found that octanol and decanol po-

tently inhibit Shaw2 but not BKCa and took this channel specificity as

further support for the protein theory. When Correa (1998) tested volatile

anesthetics on Shaker‐gating current (a diVerent ‘‘token,’’ note, than ionic

current), she found that Shaker does, after all, respond to halothane and

other BMRs (alkanols were not tested). The steps closest to opening (the

steps dominating Shaw2 ionic current onset) are most aVected, and this she

took as support for direct protein–BMR interactions. It is now known,

however, from the Shaker ILT response to stretch (Laitko et al., 2006), that

lipid stress acts on these preopening voltage‐dependent steps.
Since Shaw2 kinetics were thought to approximate a ‘‘two‐state’’ situation

(Shahidullah et al., 2003), our view was that if BMR actions on Shaw2 are

lipid‐mediated, stretch and alkanol eVects could be directly compared.

Clearly, Shaw2 is an MS channel; during depolarizing steps, it is an SA

channel (Fig. 5). However, Shaw2 kinetics are not ‘‘two‐state’’ and com-

pounding that, the dominant MS transition is not rate‐limiting for activation

(Laitko et al., 2006). Consequently, direct comparisons of the stretch (which
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thins the bilayer, lowers mid‐bilayer lateral pressure, and increases the

surface tension) with the bilayer mechanical eVects of short chain alcohols

(which share the first two eVects, but decrease the surface tension) were not
feasible.

What is clear, however, is that alkanols decrease steady state IKv3 and

stretch increases it. If both outcomes do arise from lipid stress, one possibili-

ty is that high surface tension (from stretch) slows Kv3 pore closing and low

surface tension (from alkanols) accelerates the same transition. Unfortu-

nately, eVects of stretch on Kv3 pore closing still need to be tested; we were

discouraged by finding that tail current rates tested before, during and after

stretch in other Kvs are oocyte batch dependent (Laitko et al., 2006).

Nevertheless, a direct slowing action of stretch on Kv3 pore closing is one

possible outcome that could reconcile a bilayer mechanical model with the

Covarrubias ‘‘protein’’ model (Harris et al., 2000). In that model, alkanols

stabilize the Kv3 channel‐closed conformation by a direct interaction at a

crevice formed by a 13‐amino acid cytoplasmic S4–S5 loop. Covarrubias’

group has provided several strong lines of evidence supporting this view.

They monitored steady state current during fast (1 ms rise time) concentra-

tion jumps on excised patches (Shahidullah et al., 2003), finding that ‘‘on

binding’’ rates (i.e., onset of inhibition of steady state ionic current) changed

�3‐fold per alkanol carbon (they took this to reflect ‘‘productive collisions at

an alkanol binding site’’). Butanol’s inhibitory action is >1000 faster from

the intracellular than the extracellular face (Harris et al., 2000), a result seen

as reflecting a cytoplasmic binding site (an alternate view is that the asym-

metrically lowered surface tension can perturb the lateral pressure profile to

favor a closed state). Circular dichroism spectroscopy on a peptide that

forms the S4–S5 loop (a diVerent token from the ionic current data) shows

alkanol chain length‐dependent binding (Shahidullah et al., 2003). Chimeras

of alkanol‐sensitive and an alcohol‐insensitive Kv3s and site‐directed muta-

genesis data further implicate the S4–S5 loop in the inhibition of channels by

alkanols. Strikingly, a proline to alanine point mutation in the S6‐gating
hinge region changes the Kv3 channel from one whose steady state

current decreases with butanol to one whose steady state current increases

with butanol (Harris et al., 2000). Recalling the Shaker WTIR/ILT story

(a three‐point mutation changes the channel from SA to SI), we wonder

if this Shaw2 mutant is hinting at a lipid stress‐mediated example of

HMMM.

Alkanols reduce the line tension of a bilayer pore (Dan and Safran, 1998;

Ly and Longo, 2004) and thus, for any irregular‐shaped channel, they

inevitably perturb the lateral pressure profile (Wiggins and Phillips, 2005).

As we poin ted out (Lai tko et al ., 2006 , Fig. 9C), the diV usional mob ility of

certain BMRs (including an alkanol) may drop at a channel’s perimeter, and
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if so their eVects on the lateral pressure profile could exceed expectation (i.e.,

expectation from the BMR’s line tension eVect). Whenever a BMR’s con-

centration at the perimeter of channels exceeds the ‘‘bulk’’ bilayer concen-

tration, moreover, distinctions between ‘‘low aYnity BMR‐binding sites’’ vs

lipid stress‐mediated BMR eVects could be largely semantic. In the Kv3

channel, Shaw2, the location of the S4–S5 loop is conjectural, but in Kv1.2

channels the equivalent loop ‘‘runs parallel to the intracellular mem-

brane surface just at the level of the inner helix bundle crossing’’ (Long

et al., 2005a,b). Since this is precisely adjacent to where alkanols prefer-

entially locate and since they lower bilayer surface tension by partitioning

in the headgroup region (with acyl chains aligned normal to the bilayer

plane), they could hardly avoid lateral contact with an S4–S5 loop located

just there.

Two decades ago, Treistman and Wilson (1987) testing an alkanol series

and temperature on the Aplysia neurons potassium current, IA, found it

‘‘unlikely [an alkanol] exerts its actions on IA via perturbation of a bulk lipid

phase.’’ However, they also followed alcohol eVects on fluorescent lipid

probes and from this pointed out that their IA results could ‘‘be consistent

with [lipid] domain‐specific actions within a heterogeneously organized lipid

environment.’’ In turn, we could add, this could be consistent with alkanol‐
modulated changes in the channel‐specific lateral pressure profile at the

protein–lipid interface.

The ‘‘protein hypothesis’’ gained ground at a time when (1) bulk bilayer

lipid eVects like ‘‘fluidity’’ were being ruled out and (2) the kinetically

important motions of VGCs were seen as sequestered from the bilayer.

Combining updated structural information with information of the eVects
of stretch and BMRs on recombinant VGCs suggests that these two extreme

views (‘‘protein’’ vs ‘‘bulk bilayer’’) can be reconciled by an intermed-

iate view that focuses on channel‐specific motions at the complex‐shaped
and conformation‐dependent lateral interface between bilayer lipids and the

channel protein.

The wider issue of the interaction between VGC conformations and

bilayer mechanics would be well served by a full description of the kinetic

eVects of stretch, hyperbaric pressure, temperature, and BMRs (e.g., an

alkanol series and cholesterol) on each of several identified transitions in

one structurally characterized VGC. A Kv1 channel would be the best

candidate because of emerging Kv1.2 structural information and because

MS transitions in a Kv1 (Shaker) are already known to include activation,

prepore opening, and slow inactivation. Use of defined bilayers in this

endeavor would facilitate computational probing of the findings as is being

done for bacterial MS channels (Meyer et al., 2006).
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IV. REVERSIBLE STRETCH‐INDUCED CHANGES IN PARTICULAR VGCs

A. Kv Channels

The Kv1, Shaker, is a robustly MS channel whether in cell‐attached or

excised patches, and whether membrane tension is generated by negative or

positive pipette pressure (Gu et al., 2001). Monitored at a fixed voltage,

Shaker can behave as either an SA or an SI channel (Fig. 3). Stretch

increases the rate of Shaker activation at the foot of the g(V ) curve, and

slightly (�10 mV) left shifts the entire curve at lytic tension (Tabarean and

Morris, 2002). When stretch is applied during a voltage step, both rise and

decay times accelerate and peak current increases, a pattern particularly

evident in the S3–S4 deletion mutants, including Shaker 5aa. In Shaker

5aa, activation and slow inactivation speeds are similar, allowing eVects of
stretch on both to be monitored simultaneously and modeled. Shaker 5aa

behavior was described within the framework of a linear ‘‘Aldrich’’ model

(appropriately scaled for Shaker 5aa and with slow inactivation added)

where, over a wide voltage range, 1.5‐ to 2‐fold rate changes (forward and

backward rates for closed–closed transitions changed reciprocally, yielding

<10‐fold increase in overall forward rate along the activation path) could

account for the observed eVects of moderate stretch over a wide range of

voltages.

Subsequently (Laitko and Morris, 2004), we focused on the simple kinet-

ics of Shaker 5aa (using the voltage range where 5aa kinetics obey a scheme

in which four independent forward steps resolve in a cooperative C---O

transition (Fig. 4D). Stretch did not aVect the voltage dependence of the

key activation parameter in Shaker 5aa, only the basic rates. Time‐ and

amplitude‐scaling transformations showed that while voltage changes the

rates of activation and inactivation of Shaker 5aa diVerently, stretch had

exactly the same eVect (�1.5‐ to 2‐fold acceleration) on the characteristic

times of both processes (Fig. 7). This suggests that the protein motions

limiting 5aa activation and slow inactivation are similar enough physically

to ‘‘feel’’ the stretch‐altered bilayer similarly (e.g., both might involve mo-

tions over a substantial fraction of the channel–lipid interface). Interestingly,

Pathak et al. (2006) have subsequently reported preliminary fluorescence

data showing that slow inactivation in Shaker involves (in addition to the

pore domain) a motion that projects throughout the voltage‐sensing
domain.

As already explained, we used Shaker ILT to examine the concerted

voltage‐dependent closed–closed motion just prior to the concerted opening

step (Laitko et al., 2006). We found that this motion, which may entail some
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FIGURE 7 Activation and slow inactivation transition rates are equally stretch sensitive in

Shaker 5aa. This finding is illustrated (all traces from one patch) by comparing the eVect of

rescaling currents for diVerent stretch intensities at any given voltage (A) vs rescaling for

diVerent voltages at a given stretch intensity (B). (A) First, at one voltage (80 mV), currents

before/during/after stretch; at right these are amplitude and time scaled. Next, at 40 mV then at

20 mV, a stretch dose response; at right, amplitude and time scaled (the procedure is to rescale

for activation only. The outcome is that inactivation trajectories all overlap if they are all
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expansion in the plane of the bilayer, nevertheless decelerates with stretch,

possibly for entropic reasons (stretch may interfere with the tidy orchestra-

tion of eight moving parts of the channel). Pore closing in both Shaker ILT

and Shaker WTIR (as monitored by tail current rates) showed a consistent

eVect of stretch within a batch of oocytes but not between batches (accelera-

tion, no eVect, and deceleration were all obtained). It may be that oocyte

bilayer lipid composition diVers enough among frogs to confound direct

lipid stress (i.e., stretch) eVects.
Kv3 and BKCa channels were discussed in earlier sections and Kv3 is

discussed in comparison to Cav channel stretch responses in the next section.

Assorted accounts have appeared on swelling‐activated Kv conductances

in native preparations, but none test the possibility that membrane stretch

is involved. For example, in gastric myocytes, hypoosmotic solutions mark-

edly increase IKCa and a 4‐aminopyridine sensitive IKv (Piao et al., 2001).

A trigeminal nerve Kv conductance is described as MS (Piao et al., 2006)

based on responses to osmotic stimuli. The actin cytoskeleton is necessary

for the response and membrane stretch was not tested.

In cardiac cells, swelling enhances a slowly activating delayed rectifier

current (IKs) (Kubota et al., 2002). Two proteins constitute IKs (KCNQ1

and KCNE1) {KCNQ1 ¼ KvLQT1; KCNE1 ¼ minK} but recombinant

homomeric KCNQ1 channels on their own respond to swelling (increased

conductance, no change in kinetics) and protein tyrosine kinase activity is

not involved. Grunnet et al. (2003) found that recombinant KCNQ1 and

KCNQ4 (but not KCNQ2 and KCNQ3) channels are tightly regulated by

cell volume changes. Current amplitude increases with no change in kinetics

and here too the actin cytoskeleton is implicated (a similar result was

obtained by the same group for HNC2 channels; Calloe et al., 2005). The

swelling‐induced eVect does not require the auxiliary subunits (KCNE1–3).

Stretch was not tested.
B. Cav and Kv3 Channels Have Similar Stretch Responses

Historically, the first indication that VGCs are included among the MS

channels was a careful report on a smooth muscle L‐type Ca current in

which whole‐cell inflation was used to stress the membrane (Langton, 1993).
accelerated the same‐fold as activation). (B) Same patch, when the same voltages are tested with

no stretch and currents normalized to activation, the inactivation trajectories do not overlap.

Thus, activation and slow inactivation have diVerent voltage dependences but the same stretch

dependence. For more details, see Fig. 8 and related text of Laitko and Morris (2004).
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M any nativ e myocyt es exhibi t the patte rn of respo nses describ ed in that

pa per and comp arable responses ha ve be en co nfirmed for recombi nant

L ‐ type (Lyfo rd et al., 2002 ) and N ‐ type ( Calabres e et al ., 2002 ) Cav channe ls
( Fig. 6). In both recombi nan ts, mechanose nsitivi ty resi des wi th the a‐ (pore)
sub unit. The demo nstrable tensio n‐ sensitiv ity (as oppos ed to ‘‘pr essure ’’‐
sensi tivity) of N ‐type ch annels allowed us to argu e that Cav chan nels re-
spo nd directly to bilayer stretch. Wh ether stretch is applied unde r whol e ‐ cell
co nditions (inflation or osmot ic swellin g), unde r perfor ated patch (osmo tic

swe lling), or via stre tch of cell ‐ attach ed patches , the followin g stretch e Vec ts
are seen for both N ‐ and L‐ type Cav chan nels:

1. Stretch revers ibly increa ses peak and steady state ICav � 1.5‐ fold.
2. Stretch doe s not chan ge the rate of ICav ons et.

3. Stretch revers ibly increa ses gmax with no shif t in the midpoi nt of g( V)

( gmax and g(V ) midpoi nt are de termined from I /V plots ; e V ectively
stretch scale s up the I /V relation) .

4. Stretch increases single‐channel activity without changing the unitary

conductance.

New membrane insertion does not account for the increased gmax for

eithe r recombi nant N ‐ type (Calabr ese et al ., 2002) or nativ e L‐ type current
(Ben‐Tabou De‐Leon et al., 2006) since membrane capacitance is unaVected.
In the case of N‐type channels (but not L‐type), inactivation from the open

state accelerates with stretch.

A T‐type channel stably transfected in HEK cells, into which were co‐
transfected N‐type channels, exhibited no response to the same stretch

stimuli that enhanced N‐type current (Calabrese et al., 2002). On the other

hand, native pituitary cell T‐type current responds like L‐type current in the

same cells albeit more weakly (Ben‐Tabou De‐Leon et al., 2003, 2006).

When reporting the action of stretch on N‐type current (Calabrese et al.,
2002), we were struck by a qualitative diVerence between Cav and Kv

(Shaker) responses: the rate of current onset does not change with stretch

and activation does not left shift. We felt that stretch might not aVect voltage
sensor motions in Cav channels as it does in Shaker channels. We have now,

however, observed Cav‐channel‐like responses in a Kv3 channel (Laitko

et al., 2006): in both, stretch reversibly and repeatably increases the peak

and steady state current, with an apparent increase in gmax and with no

evidence (from the current onset rate) that activation accelerates with stretch

(Fig. 5). Taking an Occam’s razor approach, it seems simplest therefore, to

use for the Cav channels a generic working hypothesis consistent with what

is known from Shaker (and mutants): That hypothesis is that the net eVect of
stretch on ICav results from
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1. stretch acceleration of an MS voltage‐dependent forward transition

(not the rate‐limiting transition for onset of ICav) and

2. stretch deceleration of an MS‐concerted voltage‐sensitive forward

transition (simply to be consistent with Shaker ILT) and

3. in the N‐type Cav channel, stretch‐accelerated inactivation.

These putative MS transitions in Cav channels would be modulated by

stretch in such a way that, very robustly, the net result is increased peak and

steady state ICav, with no evidence of shift in the g(V ) curve.

We hoped that activation kinetics in T‐type Cav channels would be more

‘‘accessible’’ than in N‐ or L‐type, but inexplicably the recombinant T‐type
isoform we tested (Calabrese et al., 2002) showed no stretch sensitivity in

HEK cells. However, Ben‐Tabou De‐Leon et al. (2003, 2006) find that in

pituitary cells, T‐type currents are mildly responsive to swell/shrink stimuli,

and although they made no kinetic analysis, their traces suggest that activa-

tion and inactivation rates respond. This would be worth a closer look, since

access to MS activation could help clarify whether the ‘‘Occam’s razor’’

hypothesis is warranted.
C. Cav: L‐Type Channels in Native Preparations

L‐type Cav channel mechanosensitivity has been tested in more native

myocytes using more types of mechanostimuli than for any other VGC.

When the channels respond, the response is stereotyped (as described above:

increased peak and steady state ICav, with no evidence of shift in the g(V )

curve). Nevertheless, the substantial collection of reports is full of idiosyn-

crasies, contradictions, and quirks, some of which we reviewed (Morris and

Laitko, 2005; see also references in Calabrese et al., 2002). A few additional

items are worthy of mention.

For hypo‐ and hyperosmotic stimuli, Ben‐Tabou De‐Leon et al. (2003,

2006) showed that F‐actin reagents (cytochalsin D and phalloidin, eYcacy

monitored via microscopy) have no eVect on the swell/shrink modulation of

L‐ and T‐type ICav in pituitary cells. In ventricular myocytes, by contrast,

Pascarel et al. (2001) found that F‐actin is needed for T‐type current to

respond to swelling.

Amano et al. (2005) observed that both hypoosmotic solution and fast

bath flow modulate L‐type current in smooth muscle myocytes. It is unclear

if the flow‐induced enhancement (which is transient except when cells are

thapsigargin‐treated) is a membrane mechanical eVect.
Xu et al. (2000) tested several stretch stimuli on smooth muscle ICa using

whole‐cell clamp. Hypoosmotic bath solution increases ICa as does cell
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inflation, but direct longitudinal stretch (up to 130%) using two electrodes

does not. Belus and White (2003) using axial stretch on ventricular myocytes

observed no eVect of stretch on L‐type current, although the same stimulus

activated a streptomycin sensitive linear current. Perhaps, in the ventricular

myocytes, the plasma membrane regions where L‐type Ca channels reside

can avoid lipid stress during a directional mechanical stimulus; cardiac

muscle L‐type Ca channels are expressed in longitudinally arrayed puncta

(Grabner et al., 1998). Since flow is a directional mechanostimulus, the

transience of the flow eVect noted by Amano et al. (2005) might echo the

ineVectiveness of directional stretch.
D. Nav Channels

Gastrointestinal interstitial cells of Cajal express a Nav1.5 current that

appears to be modulated by shear stress and stretch, but this evidently

depends on membrane skeleton (Strege et al., 2003). Squid axon excitability

is reversibly susceptible to axonal inflation (Terakawa and Nakayama, 1985)

and squid axon gating and ionic current are modulated (slowed) by hyper-

baric pressure (Conti et al., 1984). Immunolabeling reveals that Nav chan-

nels are present in the sensory neurite of Pacinian corpuscles (Pawson and

Bolanowski, 2002). TTX‐sensitive Na entry into vascular smooth muscle

cells and into Nav1.2 transfected CHO cells inhibits shear stress‐mediated

activation of a signaling kinase (Traub et al., 1999). In Nav1.4 channels

expressed in oocytes, where there is such an overwhelming irreversible

eVect of stretch (a switch to a fast‐gating mode; Tabarean et al., 1999) we

did not rigorously test the fast Nav1.4 currents for reversible MS responses.

However, this same Nav channel, expressed in HEK cells shows left shifts

in its inactivation curves when bilayer elasticity is elevated by adding various

amphiphiles or by depleting cholesterol (Lundbaek et al., 2004). We have

therefore begun testing Nav1.5 a‐subunit channels in cell‐attached oocyte

patches subjected to stretch. Unlike the Nav1.4 a‐subunit, these do not show

irreversible changes in response to stretch and our preliminary finding is that

both the onset and decline phases of current transients elicited by voltage

steps accelerate reversibly with stretch (CEM, unpublished observation).
E. HCN Channels

Recombinant sea urchin and mammalian HCN channels (spHCN and

HCN2) expressed in oocytes respond directly and reversibly to mem-

brane stretch (Lin et al., 2007); our preliminary findings are that both
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hyperpolarization‐induced turn on of IHCN2 and depolarization‐induced
turn oV of IHCN2 accelerate with stretch.

It remains to be seen whether these MS responses bear any relation to the

responses of HCN2 channels coexpressed with aquaporin in Xenopus laevis

oocytes and monitored via two‐electrode voltage‐clamp during swelling

(Calloe et al., 2005). The hyperpolarization‐activated current increases

�30% with no change in activation kinetics. This response was abolished

by cytochalasin D. The only indication that membrane stretch triggers the

response is the fact that inflating oocytes with oil mimics the eVect of

osmotic swelling.
V. IRREVERSIBLE STRETCH‐INDUCED GATING CHANGES IN VGCs

Stretched membrane patches experience not only elastic changes (ideal-

ized as reversible far‐field tension in the plane of the membrane) but also

plastic (irreversible) changes in patch microstructure (these changes are not

characterized but could involve damage to the integrity of the membrane

skeleton, protein clusters, caveolae, microvilli, and any organized lipid

microdomains). The impact of plastic change becomes self‐evident when-

ever the responses of channels to stretch depend on a patch’s mechanical

‘‘history.’’ The physical nature of the microstructural changes will vary

among cell types.

Recombinant Nav1.4 in oocyte patches (Shcherbatko et al., 1999; Tabarean

et al., 1999) and N‐type Cav studied under whole‐cell clamp (Calabrese

et al., 2002) both exhibit history‐dependent activity changes due to uniden-

tified cumulative mechanical trauma of the membrane. Figure 8A shows,

from a single oocyte, Nav1.4 current families from four patches, two of

which formed without applied stretch; stretch irreversibly alters the chan-

nel’s gating characteristics. Surprisingly, the eVect of this ‘‘trauma’’ on

Nav1.4 expressed in Xenopus oocytes is like the eVect of the channel’s

auxiliary subunit. In oocytes, Nav1.4 a‐ (pore) subunits show anomalously

slow, right‐shifted kinetics because oocytes lack auxiliary b1‐subunits.
Coexpression of a‐ and b‐subunits leads to normal gating behavior. Surpris-

ingly, however, applying stretch to patches with only the a‐subunit makes

the Nav1.4 a channels switch irreversibly into a gating mode that is not only

fast and left‐shifted but indistinguishable fromwhat is seen with the b1‐subunit
present (Shcherbatko et al., 1999; Ta ba re an et al., 1999). How stretch cumu-

latively and irreversibly alters the a‐subunit environment to achieve the same

eVect as having b1‐subunits is unknown. Interestingly, the auxiliary b1‐subunit
(which spans the bilayer only once) has an extracellular domain that acts

as an adhesion molecule (McEwen and Isom, 2004). On the basis of eVects of
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nocadazole, it was suggested (Shcherbatko et al., 1999) that stretch might

disrupt kinetically important interactions of Nav1.4 channels with microtu-

bules. This seems unpersuasive (see Fig. 1B and related discussion of Morris

et al., 2006); moreover, in mammalian cells Nav1.4 gating is unaVected by

cytoskeletal reagents (Moran et al., 2000).

N‐type Cav channels in the whole‐cell configuration show run down and

time‐dependent left shift of their inactivation curve (Fig. 8B). In this config-

uration, stretch that increases ICav (while having no eVect on the voltage

dependence of activation) causes a further irreversible left shift of the inacti-

vation curve (see Fig. 6 in Calabrese et al., 2002 for details). Meanwhile,

the same channels do exhibit reversible stretch acceleration of open state

inactivation.

Kinetically, discrete irreversible stretch changes in VGC behavior such as

these may correspond to (1) changes that, in an intact cell, would be reversed

via enzyme‐mediated processes or (2) changes that in an intact cell would be

avoided by virtue of mechanoprotective arrangements. Membrane skeleton

is undoubtedly important for mechanoprotection (Morris, 2001) and seques-

tration of channels in specialized membrane subdomains may also contrib-

ute. In skeletal muscle, caveolae are exceedingly diYcult to flatten with

stretch (Dulhunty and Franzini‐Armstrong, 1975); perhaps residence in

caveolae aVords VGCs a degree of mechanoprotection from both reversible

stretch eVects and irreversible stretch damage.
VI. TECHNICAL ISSUES

A. Applying a Stretching Force to Study MS Modulation of VGC Activity

Elevating the tension in a membrane by applying stretch to a patch of

membrane or an intact cell is not a precision process. Various techniques

have been used in the context of VGCs and are briefly itemized here. This

topic has been reviewed (Morris et al., 2006).

1. Gigaseal Patch Recording

Pipette suction (negative pressure) is used to apply stretch to either cell‐
attached or excised patches. Usually, we apply suction �1 s before step

pulses begin. When P/N linear subtraction is used, suction is present during
Mo di fie d f ro m T ab ar ean et al. (1999). (B) For N‐t yp e C a v c ha nn el s r ec or d ed u nd er w h ol e ‐cell
clamp in HEK cells, stretch exacerbates a time‐dependent left shift of inactivation (as in the Nav1.4

irreversible eVect, the eVect is progressive, as illustrated), even though, in the same cells, the voltage

dependence of activation is entirely unaVected. Modified from Calabrese et al. (2002).
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the subtraction pulses. Positive pipette pressure also elevates the membrane

tension with the membrane at opposite curvature. Since patches are more

durable with suction than with positive pressure, suction is the stimulus most

used. Irreversible changes that occur with stretch must inevitably include

changes in the lipid organization of the bilayer. We suspect this accounts for

some of the nonstationary behavior seen in many patches. Stretch‐induced
disruption of the membrane skeleton probably exacerbates the previously

mentioned eVect. Sometimes, a patch will show entirely reversible stretch

eVects with the first stimulus, and other times, there will be a settling in

period. Dose response data are hard to obtain. We deal with this by routine-

ly checking for reversibility (testing the response to a voltage step or ramp

before, during, and after a stretch stimulus).

2. Hydrostatic Inflation

Positive pipette pressure applied under whole‐cell clamp inflates the cell.

This stimulus is not a strictly reversible stimulus. Cell debris can move into

the tip during a pressure‐oV step. Applied pressure is an unreliable gauge of

membrane tension because mechanical resistances develop in the pipette

(Langton, 1993; Calabrese et al., 2002). In HEK cells, elevated membrane

tension develops only when a frank increase in cell volume occurs (Calabrese

et al., 2002). Long range structures (membrane skeleton?) may disorganize

or rupture at this point, causing load to transfer to the bilayer. Inflation may

also be coincident with flattening of membrane irregularities, at which point

the microdomain organization as well as the local curvatures in the VGC‐
bearing bilayer may change (similar events presumably occur in patches on

gigaseal formation). For various MS VGCs, whole‐cell inflation and osmotic

swelling may have the same eVect on channel activity, but it is never certain

that membrane stress is the source of gating energy in the case of osmotic

swelling.

3. Osmotic Swelling

For mammalian cell lines and several native cells, both perforated patch

recordings (downshock of bath solution) and whole‐cell recording (pipette

solution at elevated osmotic pressure or, more commonly, external solution

at reduced osmotic pressure) have been used. As with hydrostatic inflation,

monitoring cell volume during recordings is critical. Xenopus oocytes,

being adapted for prolonged sojourns in pond water, swell very little with

downshock, but will swell if the cells are made to express aquaporin (Calloe

et al., 2005); under those conditions, VGC currents can be recorded under

two microelectrode clamps in conjunction with transient (and visually

measureable) osmotic‐swelling stimuli.
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4. Inflation by Oil Injection

During two microelectrode voltage clamps, Xenopus oocytes can be

inflated by injecting about 50 nl of oil using the same device used to inject

cRNA. This procedure detectably increases oocyte volume without dilution

of any cytoplasmic molecules (Calloe et al., 2005).
5. Stretching Native Myocytes Using Two Pipettes

See Xu et al., 2000; Belus and White, 2003.
6. Shear Flow

This complex mechanical stimulus needs careful verification (Levitan

et al., 2000); flow eVects can be confounded with mechanochemical signals

(Maroto and Hamill, 2001).
B. Gadolinium Strangeness

To cleanly measure MS VGC currents, other MS currents need to be

eliminated. Gadolinium inhibits some SA cation channels (Yang and

Sachs, 1989; although see Hurwitz et al., 2002) making it useful in some

biophysical studies. We have found it highly problematic used in connection

with recombinant VGCs expressed in Xenopus oocytes (Gu et al., 2001)

and so prefer 1‐mM lanthanum chloride whenever possible). Gadolinium

right‐shifts voltage‐dependent gating parameters (thought be a surface

charge shielding eVect) and reduces maximal conductances (Elinder and

Arhem, 1994; Gu et al., 2001). Given that lanthanides also rigidify the

exposed bilayer leaflet (Tanaka et al., 2002), they probably exert lipid

stress eVect too, but no‐gadolinium controls (Tabarean and Morris, 2002)

showed that the eVects of stretch on Shaker are evident with or without a

lanthanide.

Gadolinium’s side eVects are generally acceptable in biophysical stud-

ies but its use is not warranted to ‘‘selectively’’ block SA cation channels in

native cell where the final outputs are action potentials or a background

cation conductance. At vanishingly small concentrations, carbonate, bicar-

bonate, phosphate, and hypophosphate ions precipitate gadolinium; when

gadolinium is used to block SA cation channels in native cells exposed

to CO2‐bicarbonate buVered solutions, it is diYcult to know what to make

of the findings. Do cells become coated with a microprecipitate of gadolini-

um‐(bi)carbonate‐(bi)phosphate that somehow produces the observed

eVects?
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VII. SUMMARY COMMENTS

The conformational motions of VGCs respond to changes in lipid stress.

Fields as distinct as sensory physiology and anesthesiology and evolutionary

biology would be well served by a more precise understanding of this fact

and its implications. What is ideally needed at this juncture is to pick one

well‐characterized VGC and subject it to a range of the biophysically impor-

tant physical and chemical lipid stress agents. These include stretch, hyper-

baric pressure, and temperature, plus an array of BMRs (e.g., an alkanol

series, cholesterol). Kv1 channels are the obvious candidate, given the

amassed structure–function information available for them. Already, it has

been shown that activation, prepore opening, and slow inactivation transi-

tions in the prototypical Kv1, Shaker, are MS. To facilitate computational

probing, bilayer‐based studies would be ideal (KvAP, though not a Kv1—

more a ‘‘Kv0’’—could be used here), but preparations that allow for gating

current measurements and other means (optical, chemical) of monitoring

channel motions will also be needed since many transitions aVected by

physical and chemical lipid stressors will not be directly accessible through

measurements of ionic current. Our experience with Kv channels, using

stretch as the lipid stressor, illustrates that the behavior of ‘‘hidden transi-

tions’’ can be critical; finessing the hidden transitions as well as focusing

on the rate‐limiting ones should greatly clarify the actions of amphiphilic

molecules on VGCs.

Many VGCs (like some TRP channels) are ‘‘MS channels,’’ and what

seems likely to bear most fruit now is to dissect the behavior of 6TM

channels in terms of their diverse inherent susceptibilities to the physical

and chemical agents of lipid stress.
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